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Hello members,

It’s been a quite busy few months 
since the last Collector. Your NAMOA 
board is moving ahead with the 
member's services section on the 
NAMOA Website making it the place 
to go for all your resources.  We hope 
you have logged into the website and 
checked it out as member's
Feedback is important you should 
have your say, as everyone has great 
ideas and will be helpful to our 
Industry.

Earlier last month there was a large 
trade show in China called the GTI 
show which is growing year by year, 
(8 Halls). Lots of products there but 
lots the same if you know what I 
mean. I recently visited this show 
and found much the same games on 
nearly every stand, VR is still
developing and coming along 
somewhat, I still think it’s a few years 
off, but going in the right direction.
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REPORT

Lots of crane games, kiddy rides, 
some video car and shooting games. 
Nothing to write home about, as was 
the new Halo shooting game 
produced be Raw Thrills and made by 
Wahlap, graphics and cabinet looks 
fantastic, game play is average, but 
will it take money? Only time will 
tell.
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At this show, the main manufacturers 
like Namco, Sega, Wahlap etc, 
don’t really release anything new 
here due to the fact the Chinese 
copy everything, so they wait to 
release games at the IAAPA USA 
show in Florida in November 
annually. This slows down the 
copying of their games till further 
on in the following year and gives 
them a chance of recouping their 
costs for development.   

Continued over...



As I have always said the products 
you see here are not up to Australian 
standard 95% of the time and you 
need to beware when buying games 
direct from china manufacturers as 
it's usually not wired right or earth-
ing not done correctly, cheap power 
supplies and the list goes on. Your 
local AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS 
are always the best to buy from as 
they have done the hard yards and 
sorted out these kinds of issues in 
advance and keep you and your 
customers safe.
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Till Next time, I hope you have a busy 
few months, remember to reinvest in 
new equipment as this is the way of 
the future to becoming a more 
professional operator.

Invest in new technologies like Pay 
pass and credit card machines on 
Token and change Machines, or your 
more expensive pieces of equipment. 
This helps get every cent from 
customers with no excuse they can’t 
pay a certain way.

I personally have found this
experience since putting on Pay 
pass and it is neck and neck with 
the notes.

Coin still reigns king but the takings 
have gone up. If you want any info 
please contact our Australian 
Distributors or simply call me for a 
simple chat to help point you in the 
right directional area, as technology 
is changing quite quickly.

Best Regards

Tony Argery
NAMOA President
AMOAQ President
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EDITORIAL

Welcome to the new Editorial 
section here at The Collector.

Each issue this column will focus on 
the Front Cover Story for that edition 
and explain why we at NAMOA think 
it is relevant to you. This time we 
feature the Nayax Cashless Payment 
System. There are a few good 
reasons for all operators to consider 
cashless payments right now in our 
Industry which has traditionally 
been one of coin. The first is to 
future proof your operations.
Everyone remembers what happened 
to video libraries such as
Blockbuster and Video Ezy,
technology advanced and left them 
behind. Don't risk the same thing 

happening to you in the Amusement 
Industry by keeping your head in the 
sand and not acknowledging the 
rapid growth of the cashless
economy. Keep in mind the almost 
overnight acceptance and now warm 
embrace of 'Tap and Go' at your local 
shopping centre. Think how this 
could apply to you in either at a 
Street or Location setting and how it 
could see you reaping the rewards. 
The other big plus is how a card 
system should make your customers 
increase their spending each time 
they use your machines.  This is 
another primary reason -
to encourage discretionary spending. 
Using the plastic means it's free 
money, right? Well we know that's 
not the case but with Cashless 
Payment you can let your customers 
spend up big in the heat of the 
moment.

We all know which is more likely, a 
quick Tap to continue play or digging 
in your pockets for a coin, and then 
not being able to find one. The Nayax 
Cashless Payment System also offers 
instant alerts regarding power 
up/down, full cashbox, machine jam 
and many other events which could 
be invaluable to you, read more in 
the article which follows inside.

Thanks for reading! Also check out 
my New Pinball Roundup article in 
this issue. If you are a NAMOA 
member and have any story ideas or 
something you'd like to see covered 
in The Collector please email 
ed@pinball.com.au

by Ed Partridge,
Editor of The Collector
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THE HISTORY OF
PENNY JUNCTION

Our history in vending began in 
the 1940s when the late Jack 
Dow created the first coin 
operated kiddie ride in
Australia, the Rocking Horse.

Dow Manufacturing operated over 
1000 machines between the 1950s 
and 1980s and this evolved into 
Novelvend and finally MME Pty Ltd 
which operated Talking Capsule 
Vendor Machines throughout the 
Kmart, Target, Coles and Safeway 
chains in the late 1980s and early 
1990s.
 
Penny Junction Australia Pty Ltd 
founded in 1994 introduced coin 
operated train sets to the major 
shopping centres throughout Victoria, 
NSW and SA. We now operate and 
wholesale bulk vending machines and 
products as well as operate,
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including Big Ball and Gumball 
machines.

In 2009 we bought and now own and 
operate one of Australia's largest 
names in vending the Scanlens Brand.
 
We are now a one stop shop for all 
bulk vending products and can offer 
high quality stock at reasonable 
prices.
 
We offer the best price, expert sales 
and service and can supply to all 
areas of Australia and are now selling 
licensed bouncing balls in our 45mm 
range.
 
Our range includes Justice League, 
Transformers and My Little Pony. 
These balls are perfect as redemption 
items for both amusement centres, 
bowling alleys or for bouncing ball 
and skill tester machines.

 Our products includes gumballs, 
bouncing balls and capsuled toys 
from 27mm to 93mm.
 
The capsule range is 27mm, 50mm, 
66m and 93mm and our bouncing ball 
range is 25mm, 35mm and 45mm.
 
Our 66mm capsuled toys are a perfect 
item for the skill tester market for 
operators that want to pay out each 
time.
 
We also offer drones which are ideal 
for stackers, prize cubes and similar 
machines or as a redemption prizes.
 
For our full product range look us up 
at www.pennyjunction.com.au or 
contact Brody on 0393181047.
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MEMBER
BENEFITS

WE WANT YOU!
If you are in the amusement machine
industry and you want:

✔ effective business support
✔ timely industry representation
✔ the right advice for your business
�
Then this is the most important information
you'll read all year.
�

WHY?
�
Because being a member of NAMOA means you
WON'T BE GOING IT ALONE IN YOUR BUSINESS.
�
�NAMOA is the leading association in the Amusement 
Machine Industry

SO HERE'S THE BOTTOM LINE
WITH NAMOA MEMBERSHIP
You receive 12 months membership, regular industry 
update emails, quarterly Collector newsletter with the 
latest industry information, access to business
education and compliance modules, technical support 
information, staff development programs, association 
events and more

You get all of this for only $275 Inc. GST.

Don't go it alone, learn from those who have
been there before you.

IN FACT, HERE'S JUST THE 
TIP OF THE ICEBERG OF 
WHAT YOU GET...
• improve your business skills and grow your business
• helping you to avoid the pitfalls and get the right advice at the 
 right time
• providing technical information 
• provide you with solutions for the day to day challenges in this 
 industry
• safeguarding your business future with industry
 representation
• know that you have taken a step towards having the best 
 support on your side, for your industry
• knowing that you are doing what the business needs you to do
• learning from your peers and sharing experiences that benefit 
 everybody

HERE'S HOW TO JOIN
So go ahead and click the link now and you'll be on your way to 
enjoying all the benefits we've talked about here and more! 
Let's get started right now!

TO JOIN GO TO WWW.NAMOA.COM.AU

SPRING EDITION
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CASH IS
COSTING

By: Georgia Clark

www.retailbiz.com.au

The rise of tap-and-go and non-cash 
payments is good news for retailers’ 
bottom line, new research says.

Australian shoppers are increasingly 
opting to pay by tap-and-go and 
leaving cash behind, with 81 per 
cent of Australians saying they 
prefer to pay by card and one in 
three being card-only shoppers, 

according to new research from 
payments company Square.
The study, which surveyed
businesses and shoppers across 
Australia, has revealed that
accepting cash is having big impacts 
on small and medium sized
businesses’ (SMBs) bottom line.

SMBs spend an average of almost 29 
working days each year counting and 
banking cash – an annual cost of $8.7 
billion in wages for the sector, the 
research says.

But not only are cash payments 
costing business, they’re also slowly 
being phased out with 77 per cent of 
Australians saying that they are 
carrying less cash today than in the 
past and 2.3 million not remembering 
the last time they withdrew cash.

Three quarters of Australians also 
said that cash-only businesses are 
old-fashioned and out of touch with 
consumers, the research says.

Fish Bowl, a buzzing Sydney café 
chain specialising in niche salads is 
one of a number of retailers that are 
opting to go cashless in line with an 
emerging trend in the sector.

Nathan Dalah, co-founder of Fish 
Bowl says that the news follows a 
growing trend towards digital 
payments that he has seen emerging 
for the past few years.

“We felt there was a general shift 
away from cash and towards card. 

We knew very few people were 
paying with cash anymore.”

Phasing out cash was a no-brainer 
for Mr Dalah, who says that there are 
big cost and time savings in making 
the switch.

“There are big savings. Whether it’s 

in the time it takes to use car, go to 
the bank, deposit money or the time it 
takes to count up the till. We realised 
big time savings and found that the 
benefit of these time savings was 
greater than the costs of merchant 
fees.”

And for the customers that pull out 
their wallets to pay cash, the news 
doesn’t phase them too much, Mr 
Dalah says.

“For the most part people that pull 
out a note are more than fine when 
we tell them that it’s card-only.”

With a growing consumer demand for 
cashless payment methods,
increasingly, retailers are going to 
have to look to phasing out cash, Mr 
Dalah says “From a practical
standpoint the phasing out of cash 
may happen.

But I do think that it will stick around 
longer than it probably should. ”
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CASH IS COSTING
AUSSIE RETAILERS
BIG TIME! RESEARCH SAYS

SYDNEY CAFE
LEADS EMERGING
CASHLESS MARKET



ELAUT GROUP
Top Quality Entertaining The World
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ELAUT AMUSEMENT
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By: Todd McDougall
Amusinc Pty Ltd
PH: 0400 993 393 

When I was first approached by 
Smart Industries in America to 
Distribute a game called Ticket Time 
and another called The Giant Taj 
Mahal here in Australia, I immediately 
asked about the reliability and 
secondly the income of each game. 
Reports back from the USA indicated 
that these pieces were in the top 5 in 
many FEC's. The Income Levels were 
off the Charts!

Further my Wife and I went to the 
USA and met several Operators of 
these 2 Games and couldn't believe 
what we were hearing on income 
levels. Amazing Income! We had 
already Installed a Twin Ticket Time 
in Brisbane in 2017 and couldn't wait 
for the 1st Taj Giant to be installed in 
Australia.

Then Monitoring income levels from 
customers here in Australia who 
were operating this equipment also 
was suggesting that income was 
indeed going to meet what reports 
were coming back from the USA and 
in some cases surpassing it.

The first Machine sold in Australia 
was a twin Ticket Time and was set 
at $2.20 a Game on Intercard. It 
returned the original purchase price 
in the first 6 months and was

actually paid for in a very short space 
of time. 100% Return on Investment.

A Second twin Ticket Time located in 
Melbourne did even better revenue.
A Giant Taj was delivered in 
Melbourne and went on the floor 
attached to an Intercard head unit at 
$3.50 a game. Taj surpassed all 
earnings in the venue and was 20% 
better revenue in the 1st week than 
the Giant Crane next to it. The
Revenue grew from there. We think it 
had paid for itself within a few short 
months..

In fact from what we heard, you could 
of bought a nice Small Car every 
week over School Holidays. ***

The real deal was that the income 
from these pieces continually 
surpassed all these other machines 
week in and week out. Both the Giant 
Taj and Ticket Times were in the Top 3 
earners every week out of a fleet of 
2500 units.

Another Chain has recently taken 
delivery of Several Machines and we 
are happy to report that the Ticket 
Times are among their top Income 
earners and we are rolling out some 
more machines to them soon!

These Machines are installed in the 
biggest FEC's and Boutique Locations 
and again we can report Top Earnings 
and within the Top 1st 5 Games 
weekly.
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TAJ AND
TICKET TIME
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TESTIMONIALS FROM OVERSEAS FEC’S***
Month Taj Mahal       Ticket Time  RFID Ticket Time RFID
   Pusher

March $38,091.00 $15,108.00 $14,973.00

April $27,045.00 $11,552.00 $11,274.00

May $19,152.00 $7,735.00 $7,965.00

June $34,449.00 $12,859.00 $13,031.00

July $39,663.00 $15,401.00 $14,110.00

Total $158,400.00 $62,655.00 $61,353.00

Avg. Monthly $31,680.00 $12,531.00 $12,270.60

Continued over...

It is crazy to see people lined up to 
play and we have even heard some 
clients swiping up to a $100 at a time 
to play. I've not experienced this level 
of spending since the Daytona Days 
and we Call it Taj and Ticket Fever!

The Best thing about these two 
machines is that they are American 
made! They are then shipped from 
Smart Industries in the USA, where 
their patents pending Ticket-Smarts 
RFID(TM) system is then installed and 
shipped to Australia with all the Bling 
you would expect. They are then 
ready to be your No 1 coin taker.

After 3 years these games are still 
rated in the Top 10 in the USA. Not 
many games can boast that staying 
power. Games come and Games go 
but these will be earning for many 

years to come.

Smart Industries have some real 
winners in these machines and we 
are proud to represent them in 
Australia. Based on the results seen
I am very pleased to offer our whole 
New Range of Cranes and other great 
Ticket and Non Ticket games to the 
market. For further Details call Todd 
McDougall on 0400993393 BH, or 
Email:coin_net@hotmail.com

or Visit www.amusinc.com.au



#01  I must say I was shocked to 
see the Smart Industries Ticket Time 
as one of the best games I have ever 
purchased. In its first month a 31" 
Ticket Time grossed in excess of 13k. 
It did so well I purchased a 61" 
Double that did 5k in its first week. 
Ticket Time is a must have for any 
Bowling Center or FEC and is likely 
to be the best ROI of any game you 
can purchase today.

Mark Weiss Airway Lanes, MI
 

#02  I received Smart Industries 61 
inch Double Ticket Time with the 
RFID Ticket Smarts System
immediately after IAAPA 2016.
We are extremely pleased with what 
we consider one our best purchases 
in years. The game has been very 
solid and is usually at the top of our 
revenue earners week in and week 
out. We have already laid the ground 
work to put one in all of our locations. 
I would recommend it for any FEC, it 
is a must have.

Shawn Hetzel
Frankies Fun Park, Greenville, SC
 

#03  We have been operating 
operating Smarts Ticket Time Double 
Crane for just about a month now and 
couldn't be happier...This Crane has 
brought in over 8% of our total arcade 
revenue for all 4 weeks it has been 
here operating as a play till you win 
crane for $3 a play...It it by far the 
brightest game on the floor both 
literally and in our game activity 
reports...to put it into perspective 
Last week it did 8.06% the next best 
game is a late model 6 sided pusher 
which did 3.59%.

The next best crane did 2.98%...This 
Crane literally paid for itself in 1 
week...I have been working for the 
Funplex for 2 years and in the
Indus- try for 17...I am in awe of the 
Ticket Time Crane...It makes so much 
money I had to test it to make sure it 
wasn't broken...It is like watching 
Bugs fly into the light and get 
zapped...Best purchase we have made 
since I have been here. 

David Boothroyd
Head Technician
The Funplex North
Arcade@thefunplex.com
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TICKET TIME
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“We no longer have a choice in 
whether we do social media. The 
question is how well we do it.” 
Eric Qualman, Socialnomics

Love it or hate it- Social Media is 
here to stay and is an integral part of 
any successful marketing strategy. 
Having an online presence not only 
builds credibility for your business 
but also informs your customers 
about your products and services. 
Most businesses are now on the 
mainstream social media platforms 
and if you’re not you could be leaving 
your customers wondering WHY?

For those of us who were not born in 
the ‘social media (SM) age’ it can feel 
a little overwhelming as things move 
so fast and rules change within the 
different SM channels. Planning is 
the key to success.

There are 6 critical steps 
to creating a social 
media plan.

#01  SET YOUR GOALS AND   
 OBJECTIVES BE SMART

Be specific with your goals- what do 
I want to achieve with my social 
media strategy?

• Increase my followers

• Push customers to my venue’s  
 website

• Inform customers of special offers

• Build trust with my customers

Think about your objectives

• Ensure people can find your social 
 media accounts by adding the links 
 on your website, email signature 
 and display them on posters around 
 your venue.

• Set time frames for your goals

• Establish who in your team will be 
 responsible for delivering these 
 objectives

SOCIAL
MEDIA
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#02  DEFINE YOUR TARGET 
 AUDIENCE

KNOWING WHO your target
audience is and WHAT makes them 
tick and WHERE they are hanging 
out makes a huge difference to your 
SM strategy and having these
established will save you time and 
money in the long run. Think about 
your customers, usually in an arcade 
or venue you will have 2 defined 
customer bases.

FAMILIES where the adults (usually 
the mums) hold the balance of 
buying power. You need to think 
where they are hanging out, mum’s 
groups, ‘where to go’ sites and 
generally on Facebook. It is so 
important to build trust with this 
demographic. Amusement centers 
have not generally been held in high 
regard over the years, however 
things have now changed with 
venue’s offering a family friendly 
experience.

YOUNG ADULTS who come into your 
venue to play games will be hanging 
out on INSTAGRAM rather than 
Facebook so you need to ensure you 
are posting here as well as on 
Facebook. For the young adults, it is 
all about photos and selfie’s! You 
may want to run some promotions on 
Instagram based around visuals.
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#05  CREATING AN EDITORIAL 
 CALENDAR

Now you have your SM goals
identified, your target audience 
selected your, SM platforms created, 
GREAT content, it’s time to GET 
ORGANISED to make your life easier 
and cut your time spent posting down 
to a minimum. A great way to do this 
is create an editorial calendar. This is 
an essential tool to help you plan 
content development and keep a track 
of where it is to be posted and when.

I have created one for you to help 
you plan and execute your SM 
strategy, it includes a step by step 
guide on how to use it effectively and 
you can download it FREE at 
http://bit.ly/SMCalendarNAMOA
OR shoot me an email at
hello@leisuresupportservices.com.au
and I will email it to you.

Another time saving TIP would be to 
use a scheduling app such as
HOOTSUITE or BUFFER. Once you 
have scheduled your content in your 
editorial calendar you can then 
upload all the content into
HOOTSUITE in bulk and the app will 
then schedule out and post the 
content to the different platforms at 
the time you indicate. Seriously, this 
saves you so much time I highly 
recommend you jump onto
HOOTSUITE and get a FREE account.

#03  SET UP AND PRODUCTION

Picking the right SM platforms to post 
on is important. You are better off 
posting on only 2-3 platforms
(Facebook, Instagram & Twitter) and 
doing it consistently rather than trying 
to cover all the platforms and not 
targeting your audience efficiently. 
The main SM platforms you should be 
looking at for your venue:  

BFACEBOOK VINSTAGRAM
ATWITTER

Great for posting updates to get 
customers to engage with your venue. 
B2C (Business to consumer marketing)

FYOUTUBE

Video based marketing, think about 
posting videos of your venue and 
machines, maybe “how to play” 
videos or quick 1-2 minute videos 
about the daily life as an amusement 
arcade owner- keep it short as 
people’s attention spans are very 
small these days but you will be 
surprised what people will be 
interested in about your business,
let your imagination run wild!

••TRIPADVISOR CGOOGLE

These are both great platforms for 
building credibility and gaining good 
reviews. Society today is based on 
reviews, thanks to our infatuation 
with SM. TripAdvisor presents an 
opportunity to get in front of
potential customers looking for new 
places to visit. It is also important to 
claim your space on Google and 
register for that all important spot on 
Google Maps. ‘Google my business’ 
offers so much more than just a map 
you can publish opening times, 
photos and build up reviews to build 
up that important credibility with 
your customers.

DLINKEDIN

Linkedin is a great B2B (Business to 
Business) platform to build
connections within the business 
space. You can use this platform to 
look for new venue’s or sites for your 
machines. This is a great way to 
position yourself as a reputable 
supplier of amusement equipment 
and I recommend you publish some 

#04  CREATING GREAT CONTENT

You don’t want to bombard your 
followers by shoving constant 
promotion on your business in front 
of them. As consumers, we want to 
feel we get value and a connection 
with a brand, product or service 
before we buy. To successfully 
achieve this limit the amount of 
promotional posts to 1-2 a week. 
Here is an example of a healthy mix 
of promotion and value add posts:

MONDAY: Motivational quote or 
statement

TUESDAY: Publish a tip, for example 
you could give them a tip about 
playing a certain machine, or how to 
win the most tickets on a game.

WEDNESDAY: TODAY is the day you 
can promote your business!!! Maybe 
tell them what is coming up on the 
weekend in store, or a special you 
are running.

THURSDAY: If you publish a blog for 
your venue today would be a good 
day to publish it. Maybe give a shout 
out to other local businesses in your 
area – if your venue is close to a 
cinema you may want to tell
customers if there are any good 
movies coming up on the weekend 
and post a link to the film trailer on 
YouTube.

FRIDAY: Friday funny…maybe there 
is a funny photo taken at your venue 
this week or a picture of a customer 
winning a big prize.

SATURDAY/SUNDAY: Great days to 
post ad hoc, if something happens in 
store post about it or if you have a 
birthday party in store make sure you 
post a picture. The weekend is for 
SOCIAL PROOF… this means people 
like to see other people having fun, 
so post what is happening to keep 
your customers engaged.

articles on your expertise as this is 
the quickest way to build trust.

There are other platforms I have not 
mentioned such as PINTEREST, 
SNAPCHAT, TUMBLR… the list goes 
on. But try to concentrate on a 
couple of the main ones and not 
spread yourself too thin.
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#06  MONITORING RESULTS

So, there is really NO POINT
following step 1 – 5 if you are not 
going to monitor your results and 
learn from what is working and what 
needs tweaking in your strategy.

Facebook Page Insights is a great 
tool to track your engagement on FB. 
It gives you a lot of FREE data on 
your followers such as gender, age & 
location. It will also show how your 
followers found you as well as reach 
and engagement on your posts.

Google Analytics can be installed 
into your website and it will track 
who visited your site from which 
social media platforms.

Set up a Google Alert to find out 
about what is being said about your 
venue. www.google.com/alerts

WOW that’s a lot of information for 
you! If you have any questions 
regarding social media and how it 
will benefit your business please 
send me an email
hello@leisuresupportservices.com.au
or call Claire on 0407486516.

I can help you with your strategy and 
posting and I offer a range of
packages from basic to more
comprehensive.

SPECIAL SOCIAL MEDIA OFFER FOR 
NAMOA MEMBERS ONLY:

Initial 30-minute strategy session to 
understand your business and 

discuss possible outcomes.

Facebook Page health check -
We will check your FB is optimized 

along with Messenger so if a 
customer contacts you they will get 

an automated welcome message. 

Optimize your Instagram account (or 
set it up) ready to engage with your 

customers.

Check settings are correct as well
as links to your website.

Create daily content (5-7 posts per 
week) across both platforms

according to your strategy to main-
tain your presence on Face Book & 

Instagram and build
credibility with your followers. 

Provide you with strategies to grow 
your following.

OFFER FOR NAMOA MEMBERS

$180 + GST
per month / 6-month plan.

Usually $300 & GST per month.
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NAYAX LEADS
THE WAY

Nayax, a global leader of 
cashless payments for the 
unattended retail market, 
offers a complete solution for 
the growing cashless market, 
tailored for the entertaiment/
games industry.

Cashless payments are becoming 
more dominant in Australia. Tap and 
go, credit/debit cards, even mobile 
payments, are widely used across the 
country and preferred over cash. 
According to a survey by the Reserve 
Bank of Australia, “although there 
are some notable differences in the 
payment patterns of different
demographic groups, the move 
towards electronic means of payment 
has been evident quite broadly.
Consumers of all ages and incomes 
are, on average, making a smaller 
share of their payments in cash than 
they were a decade ago.”1

For operators of kiddie rides, FECs 
and arcades, offering cashless 
payments is possible and can change 
how sales are gained, as well as how 
operators run their entertainment 
businesses.

Nayax provides a complete
solution to operators, with an

award-winning cashless payment 
system, telemetry capabilities, 

management software and other 
robust features.

Introducing cashless payments is 
beneficial to operators because it 
increases sales volume. Says Nayax 
Australia’s Director Dylan Winik, 
“fitting a card reader like the VPOS 
Touch can optimize sales, boosting 
revenue by as much as 25%. For 
operators, installing card readers 
takes advantage of the growing 
cashless trend in Australia and ups 
the chance of your machines being 
used, increasing the number of rides 
taken or games played.”

For consumers who are already used 
to cashless payments, Nayax’s 
solutions offers the convenience of 
an easy payment process, with a 
choice of payment methods at their 
disposal.

NAYAX LEADS 
THE WAY
TO CASHLESS 
PAYMENT 
SOLUTIONS

SPRING EDITION
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NAYAX LEADS
THE WAY

Nayax works with operators in over 55 
countries and offers products that 
appeal to a global clientele, while still 
addressing local needs. Nayax started 
in the vending machine market in 
2005 but has now expanded into more 
industries and markets like kiddie 
rides, because operators appreciate 
the benefits that cashless payment 
solutions bring them. As consumers 
have become more used to using 
credit and mobile payments in their 
daily lives, operators need to recog-
nize that offering cashless payments 
is a necessary addition to their 
machines. For most consumers, kiddie 
rides are essentially impulse
purchases. A consumer who isn’t 
carrying cash is a missed sales 
opportunity. Providing a wide array of 
cashless payment options gives an 
operator the best possibility of 
completing a sale.

For operators in the entertainment 
industry, Nayax has created a quality 
solution for the market, offering 
incremental price options, which 
allow consumers to buy several rides 
or play a handful of games at once.  
Additionally, with Nayax’s solution, 
operators of arcades and FECs can 
replace cumbersome tokens which 
typically require a lot of time to count 
and manage, with prepaid cards. 
Prepaid cards are advantageous 
because they nurture loyalty among 
consumers and encourage more 
frequent use of machines. Nayax’s 
system is easy to install and can be 
retrofitted to existing machines.

With access to telemetry, the
opportunity to monitor cash sales is 
also introduced, providing operators 
with greater cash accountability. 
Furthermore, combined with the use 
of management software, operators 
can use data to make intelligent 
decisions to optimize sales in a 
specific location. This strengthens 
operational productivity. Together 
telemetry and remote management 
software enable operators to monitor 
machine activity, track consumer 
behavior and to play with pricing for 
kiddie rides, arcades or FECs, testing 
out what works for specific
audiences.

For some operators, Nayax’s approach 
to telemetry offers even more value 
than the cashless solution. With 
telemetry, operators can choose to 
receive instant alerts regarding power 
up/down, full cashbox, machine jam 
and many other events. Wherever an 
operator is located they can be 
notified of any unusual machine 
statuses, ensuring minimal revenue 
loss. For operators of kiddie rides 
located in malls or other unattended 
areas, the savings made with Nayax’s 
alert system can pay for the price of a 
device by itself. It’s easy to unplug an 
unattended machine in these venues 
but there’s rarely any oversight on the 
operation of a machine. As such, if 
you’re not in an FEC environment, it 
could be hours or even days until an 
operator learns about any downtime, 
even if the solution is simply to plug 
the ride or game in again. This can 
result in hundreds of dollars of lost 
revenue. With Nayax’s notifications, 
operators can be updated instantly of 
such adverse events and rectify the 
situation as soon as possible.  

“RideOn has taken a leap to the 
next level and partnering with 

Nayax Australia has enabled us to 
accept card payment, increase our 
prices & monitor our rides. Nayax 

has proved themselves as a reliable 
partner and I wouldn’t hesitate to 
recommend them to any NAMOA 

member,” says Dale Smorgon, CEO 
of RideOn Entertainment.

Nayax’s product is a complete and 
adaptable solution, rich in features, 
with multiple payment methods, 
which reach the widest possible 
audience. In addition to credit/debit 
cards, contactless payments and 
mobile apps, such as Apple Pay and 
Samsung Pay, Nayax also offers its 
own mobile payment app, Monyx 
Wallet, can be customized to reflect 
the operator’s own branding.

Cashless payment processing
capabilities offer popular local 
payment methods while also
providing payment methods popular 
in other parts of the world like QR 
codes, which are widespread in 
China. This way Nayax’s solution can 

appeal to travelers from other 
countries and futureproofs your 
machine to payment methods that 
might not have caught on in Australia 
yet.

Access to a remote management 
system also offers operators more 
inventive ways to communicate with 
their unattended consumers, which 
can help drive business. Nayax has 
been busy developing engaging 
marketing capabilities for its
operators. With Nayax’s platform 
there is room for creative marketing, 
which can gain operators more 
customer loyalty and increased sales.
Marketing campaigns options have 
been built into the management 
suite, and operators can already 
introduce loyalty programs or punch 
card discounts to encourage repeat 
business. The campaigns are easy to 
run and track, while the parameters 
are widely adjustable.

Cashless is not a trend that will 
come and go. The future will be
increasingly cashless, paperless 
and even plasticless. While debit 

cards are popular, they are no 
longer at the forefront of the 

cashless payment market.

As consumers become more comfort-
able paying with their mobile phones, 
fewer people will be carrying cash or 
even credit/debit cards with them, 
and mobile payments will be more 
common. This is the direction 
payments are headed, and Nayax 
wants to ensure that operators keep 
up with contemporary and future 
movements in the cashless payment 
market, so that they can enjoy 
success.

Sources:
1. “How Australians Pay: Evidence 
from the 2016 Consumer Payments 
Survey” by Mary-Alice Doyle, Chay 
Fisher, Ed Tellez and Anirudh Yadav. 
https://www.rba.gov.au/publica-
tions/rdp/2017/pdf/rdp2017-04.pd
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 Valid till 31st October with 
NAMOA membership number 
with maximum of one 
machine per customer, the 
below voucher can be used 
against new Craneosaurus 
vending cranes or

Craneosaurus and stock
combinations.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

WIN’n’GRIN
FINALLY MOVED

Win n Grin are finally 
moved…..what a mammoth 
task it was too…

We are settling into our new Sunshine 
Coast and Stapylton addresses and 
have some terrific new machine 
concepts under development…
stay tuned. Great new online
shopping site also coming very soon…

For those operators that have 
still not tried the awesome 
WGA "Craneosaurus" prize 
every time vending crane

in their pub or club…
we are doing a very very

very special limited
introductory offer to you
NAMOA members only: 

WANNA
GREAT

ONE OFF 
DEAL?

$1500

$1500
NAMOA 
members 

SPRING EDITION



Go to: www.intergameonline.com/subscriptions
Enter promotional code: NAM20

InterGame now 

Exclusive 20% discount

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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PINBALL
MARKET

ROUNDUP
NEW PINBALL MACHINE 
MARKET ROUNDUP
by Ed Partridge

With the fluid nature of the pinball 
manufacturing business these days 
highlighted by the recent demise of 
outfits such as Heighway and Dutch 
Pinball, The Collector is catching up 
this issue with the state of play for 
those in the market for new pinball 
product. We present here a general 
summary of games that are either 
shipping now or soon to be. Also 
listed are games rumoured to be in 
the works. The annual Pinball Expo is 
underway at the time of publication, 
so this up to the minute information is 
sure to be yesterday's fish wrapping 
shortly. That's the way it goes in the 
pinball world these days, always 
something new happening. Anyway, 
here's what we know to be the state of 
“play” as we go to press...

(* denotes Available Now)

STERN PINBALL

Deadpool *
Metallica *
Star Wars *
Aerosmith *
Batman 66 *
Guardians of the Galaxy *
Iron Maiden *
Star Trek Vault *
ACDC Vault *
Elvira 3 (In Development)

RUMOURED

The Beatles
The Munsters

Stern is undisputed king of pinball 
production and they prove it by putting 
out so many more games, both
numbers and models than their 
competitors each year.

The associated economies of scale 
mean they will most likely remain in 
that position, unless they get too lazy 
or greedy for the market to tolerate.

JERSEY JACK PINBALL

Pirates of the Caribbean *
Dialed In *
The Hobbit *

RUMOURED

Toy Story
Willy Wonka

No one knows the true state of the 
bottom line at Jersey Jack (except for 
Jack!), but it could be assumed recent 
sales at JJP could not have matched 
expectations.  Dialed In was innovative 
but the weird theme and high cost put 
some off.  The Hobbitt stalled and with 
so much controversy around the 
release of POTC Jack needs a big hit 
yesterday. The rumours around Toy 

Story and Willy Wonka sound
promising, but it will be a difficult 

process to licence iconic
properties such as these two.

SPOOKY PINBALL

Alice Cooper *
Total Nuclear Annihilation *

RUMOURED

Scott Danesi next game

Everyone should be familiar by now 
with the Spooky Pinball story. Owner 
and creative mastermind Charlie 
Emery gives up his day job so he and 
his family can follow their pinball 
manufacturing dream in Smalltown 
USA (Benton, Wisconsin). They end up 
making quirky small run games for 
niche markets. Looking to build on the 
success of TNA, their best selling game 
to date.

CHICAGO GAMING COMPANY

Attack from Mars Remake *
Medieval Madness Remake *
Monster Bash Remake
(In Development)

Chicago Gaming Company, also known 
as simply Chicago Gaming, is an 
American gaming company that 
publishes arcade video games as well 
as their remade Bally/Williams games. 
The company was established in 2001.

continued over...
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AMERICAN PINBALL

Houdini *
Oktoberfest (In Development)

Former Data East/Stern mechanical 
engineer and designer of The Wizard of 
Oz for JJP Joe Balcer's company has 
had some success with their Houdini 
game. Next up is Oktoberfest for their 
second title. Bit of an odd choice for 
theme, maybe it was chosen to avoid 
licensing again. The emergence of the 
barcade shows beer does go well with 
pinball!

HOMEPIN

Thunderbirds *

Still yet to see this game arrive in any 
numbers, many early games went to 
Europe. Early reactions to gameplay 
have been mixed but we will wait till 
we see one in person to form an 
opinion. Disappointing it's not here yet.

MULTIMORPHIC

P3 *

The P3 is a multi-game physical pinball 
platform blending pinball and video - 
sort of a Pinball 2000 on steroids. The 
machine comes with Lexy Lightspeed – 
Escape From Earth, and additional 
games can be purchased as kits. 
Futuristic take on pinball but expen-
sive and unproven.

TEAM PINBALL

The Mafia *

Their first product is a modern take on 
an EM-style single-level game, small 
production run boutique game. 

Encouragingly Team Pinball made ten 
prototypes ready for sale at the time of 
launch. So through both gameplay and 
production numbers they have been 
realistic and gone for the  low hanging 
fruit, we like this.

PINBALL BROTHERS

RUMOURED

Queen

This company acquired the assets of 
Heighway Pinball before liquidation, a 
lot of talk with little action from them 
to date.

CIRCUS MAXIMUS

Pinball Circus Remake
(In Development)
Kingin Remake (In Development)

The team assembled and led by 
Python Anghelo before his death to 
build his vision of Pinball Circus. 
Seems like they may have gone in at 
the deep end with Pinball Circus 
which had stalled so Kingpin, the 
Capcom game which never got 
produced is an easy way to maybe 
generate some capital for these guys.  
I am sensing a pre-order... beware.

DEEPROOT PINBALL

RUMOURED

Barry Ousler Game
Jon Norris Game

Dennis Nordman Game

New manufacturer From San Antonio 
with deep pockets has put together a 
pinball design super crew. Several 
games are being made simultaneous-
ly with NO pre-order money. Mr 
Moneybags Robert Mueller seems 
determined to arrive with a bang on 
the scene but so far nothing has been 
released publicly so, it's a case of 
wait and see with this one...
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JUAN STEPS INTO
A NEW TIMEZONE

Every once in a while, God breaks 
the mould on a chosen few. 

They’re born into a destiny that sees 
them inject positive change into the 
world they live in. Such is the
inspiring story of Juan Uribe – 
self-professed big kid and former 
Partner of Timezone Family
Entertainment centres based in 
Surfers Paradise and Coolangatta on 
the Gold Coast. After 38-years of 
planting smiles on locals’ and visitors’ 
dials, he has finally decided to hang 
up the access all areas lanyard and 
declare “hasta la vista, Amigos”!

Juan started with Timezone in 1980 at 
the St Peter’s Head Office in Sydney. 
His first job was general duties 
around the workshop and amusement 
centre soon followed by deliveries and 
in- centre installations. Outgrowing 
these roles quickly with his business 
enthusiasm and skills coming to the 
fore, he moved up to become Spare 
Parts Storeman and subsequently, 
Service Manager. With English being 
Juan’s second language { having been 
born in Guernica, Spain }, he never let 
an initial language barrier impede his 
passion for building a career in the 
family entertainment industry.
His positive attitude, putting people 
first philosophy, sharing a
commitment to “doing what’s right” 
saw and under the great mentor, 
Malcolm Steinberg the Founder of the
company, Juan rise to General 
Manager of NSW Branch, eventually 
achieving record performance results.

With his star rising, Juan moved to 
Singapore in 1993 to establish an 
Asian-based Timezone division, soon 
to find that the market had become 
ultra-competitive with recent FEC 
{Family Entertainment Centre} 
deregulation. Never one to shy away 
from adversity, Juan then established 
a sales distribution business; the 
forerunner of international gaming 
operator, LAI Games.

Success endured and it was
continued career growth for the big 

kid from Basque Country!

In 1995, Juan { still as General
Manager } once again furthered 
Timezone’s international presence, 
this time setting up shop in Indonesia 
and the Philippines; but soon it was it 
was time for him to shine bright on his 
own stage “down under”.

In 2003, Juan become a Timezone 
Partner in Timezone Funtasia, located 
in the heart of Surfers Paradise on the 
Gold Coast. With Juan finally at the 
helm of his own family entertainment 
experience, this Timezone
progressively became an instant 
success with another launching under 
his stewardship in Coolangatta not 
long after.

Juan, and the Gold Coast Team soon 
built an iconic Aussie business based 
on his enduring W-I-N Philosophy: 
Watch out for opportunities and 
recognise one when you see it;
Immediately make plans to take 
advantage of that opportunity; Never 
procrastinate on the implementation 
of those plans.

This formula never failed, testament 
in the string of awards his centres 
won regularly for well over a decade 
including :

★ Gold Coast Business Excellence 
 Awards,

★ Monthly winner in Tourism,
 Hospitality & Events Category  
 {Bronze Award}, 2008-2010.

★ Annual winner in Tourism,
 Hospitality & Events Category {Silver 
 Award}, 2012-2015.

★ Gold Coast Business of the Year
 {Gold Award}, 2016.

★ International Association of
 Amusement Parks and Attractions
 {IAAPA} - Brass Ring Award, TOP  
 Family Entertainment Centre of the 
 World 2014.

★ Trip Advisor – Certificate of
 Excellence 2015 – 2018.

SPRING EDITION
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Beyond official media and
accreditation partnership success, at 
the local level, Juan and the Timezone 
Gold Coast team have supported 
tourism marketing organisations 
Surfers Paradise Alliance, Connecting 
Southern Gold Coast and Gold Coast 
Tourism, collaborated with sporting 
organisations including the Gold 
Coast Suns, Gold Coast Titans, Gold 
Coast United and the Gold Coast 
Blaze, and helped children’s disability 
charities by staging Timezone events 
with them for kids and their families 
to have fun.

It’s been a fun ride for Juan, his family 
and the team whose wholesome 
family entertainment enterprise sits 
at the centre of a combined success 
story. They say some people just “do 
what they do”, while others, “live what 
they live”; the latter epitomising both 
the story and legacy of Juan Uribe. A 
man born to entertain and embrace 
the masses no matter race, age, 
colour or creed.

Retirement won’t slow him down no 
doubt as he takes on a new future in 
a different time zone to once again 

say to the world, “GAME ON”!

Whilst Juan has retired , Timezone 
Gold Coast will continue to provide 
the same high standard of
outstanding family entertainment 
under TEEG (The Entertainment & 
Education Group) continued
leadership team headed locally by 
Jamin Jacub, Operations Manager for 
Timezone Gold Coast.

Jamin has worked alongside Juan at 
Surfer’s Paradise and Coolangatta 
locations for more than 10 years and 
is excited about reinvesting and 
continuing to grow the business to 
delight guests for many years to 
come.

NAMOA FOR
YOUR BUSINESS

ARE YOU GOING IT ALONE
IN YOUR BUSINESS?
We’d like to take a moment of your time to introduce ourselves – NAMOA is the 
leading association in Amusement Industry and has been very focussed on a 
brand new direction since 2017.

If you’re in the amusement machine industry and want:

✔  effective business support
✔  timely industry representation
✔ the right advice to grow your amusement machine business
then we’d like to offer you the opportunity to be a member of NAMOA for the first 
6 months of the 2018-19 year and take advantage of the benefits other members 
are receiving. You will then be able to renew for a second 6 month period for 
another $99 incl.gst.

Our standard yearly membership is $275 incl. gst for a calendar year.

BEING A MEMBER OF NAMOA MEANS
YOU’RE NOT ‘GOING IT ALONE’ IN YOUR BUSINESS.
Don’t go it alone – partner with your peers in the industry who have done it before 
so you can learn from them and with them.

With your NAMOA membership you receive:

✔  6 months membership from 1st July 2018
      The quarterly Collector e-magazine full of the latest industry news and trends
✔  Email updates
✔  Access to NEW compliance and education modules online 
✔  Technical support information
✔  Association event news … and more

PLUS:  If you have your insurance through SIB we can credit your membership 
fee with the bonus commission that you receive just by being a NAMOA member, 
which will give you a reduced NAMOA membership fee when you renew.

WHY NAMOA?

✔  improve your business skills so you can grow your business
✔  avoid the pitfalls by getting the right advice at the right time
✔  solutions for the day to day challenges in this industry
✔  safeguarding your business future with industry representation

OUR SPECIAL ONE-TIME OFFER TO YOU AS A NEW 
MEMBER IS ONLY $99 INC GST FOR A 6 MONTH TRIAL  
followed by a 2nd 6 month renewal of $99 incl.gst.  
FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE WWW.NAMOA.COM.AU
OR CALL TONY ARGERY, PRESIDENT, ON 0418 988 988. 
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AMOAQ +
LLOYDS

AUCTIONS

The AMOAQ has partnered with 
Lloyds Auctions to bring game 
owners an excellent opportunity to 
sell surplus games and related 
equipment via online auction in 
November, 2018. 

Lloyds Auctions is offering you the 
chance to sell any surplus or unwanted 
Arcade games (working or not) in an 
unprecedented auction of amusement 
machines!

As we approach the Christmas schools 
holiday period now is the ideal time to 
cash in old or unwanted games and 
reinvest that cash in upgrading your 
games!

Lloyds Auctions has a huge national 
following with over 35 auctions 

every week, they attract hundreds of
thousands of people from all over 
Australia looking to buy and sell 

anything and everything!

The November auction brings an 
exciting opportunity for you to tap into 
the huge market at Lloyds Auctions 
and be part of their biggest arcade 
machine auction yet! This auction 
applies to Pinball machines, Arcade 
video games, Driving games, Crane 
games, Redemption games, Pool 
tables, Air Hockey games in fact any 
coin operated type arcade game 
working or not.

This is the perfect opportunity for 
Amusement game owners, businesses 
and suppliers to connect with Opera-
tors, private owners and enthusiasts 
alike to buy or sell or both! If you have 
1 game or 100 games or anything in 
between this auction is for you plus if 
you're also a member of the AMOAQ or 
NAMOA there is an exclusive
discounted commission rate available. 
Register with Lloyds Auctions by the 
end of October to make the most of this 
fantastic opportunity.

If you have any questions or you have 
arcade games to sell telephone
Paul Thomasson at Lloyds Auction 
direct on: 0451 824 277 or by
email at paul@lloydsauctions.com.au

DON'T DELAY make contact today!!
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VALE TERRY
CONDON

Whether NAMOA members realise 
it or not the man Terry Condon 
assisted the amusement industry 
on many occasions throughout the 
years.

Especially when an operator had 
attached $50.00 dollars notes to a 
plush toy machine back in 2003, after 
NAMOA contacting Terry, he went into 
full swing in the interests of the Club 
and Amusement Industries this had to 
be stopped. So, what did Terry do, he 
spoke directly the minister of gaming 
at the time and these practices of 
money attached to prizes was banned 
in NSW inside a month and a win for 
the industries concerned.

NAMOA is forever grateful for our 
relationship with Terry, a person that 
always stood by his word and will be 
missed by so many people throughout 
the Amusement and Club Industries.

CMAA -response 

The Club Industry lost a genuine 
champion early on Wednesday, 
October 10, when Terry Condon, aged 
73, died – surrounded by his devoted 
family – suddenly due to a
pancreas-related illness.  This tribute, 
written by the CMAA’s Peter Sharp 
remembers Terry and all he stood for.

The line between family, friends, 
colleagues and staff was blurred 
almost all of Terry Condon’s working 
life. There were few people who did 
not become part of TC’s “extended 
family” in the more than 60 years 
since he left Lismore for Sydney to 
become a telephone technician.

Members of CMAA Federal
Executives, Federal Councils,
thousands of CMAA members and his 
office staff found a place in a heart as 
big as his smile and his passion for 
life.

TC’s death was a massive shock to 
everyone who knew the man enjoying 
every day of his well-earned
retirement to his family home in 
Sunset Boulevard in West Tweed 
Heads.

During speeches at his Testimonial 
Dinner on August 21, 2011, almost 
every speaker referred to Terry’s family 
values, love and respect for his wife 
Helen and his joy and pride in his 
children David, Deborah and their 
families.

For more than 15 years, Terry
commuted from the banks of the 
Tweed River to CMAA offices at Botany, 
Auburn, then Sydney Olympic Park, 
flying out Sunday night or Monday’s 
first flight, returning each Friday 
evening.

Occasionally, he has stayed an extra 
night in Sydney to watch one of his 
thoroughbreds go around at Randwick, 
Rosehill or Warwick Farm.

His favourite galloper, Grizz, which 
won the Grand Nation Hurdle in April 
2011, was the most successful of “his” 
horses over the years, although 
Mossanay and Caesars’ Princess kept 
his eye on the form and trainer’s 

reports in retirement.

Although the Balmain, now Wests 
Tigers, are his rugby league passion, 
Terry “shared the love” with South 
Sydney, Parramatta and his most 
recent acquisition as a season ticket 
holder with the Gold Coast Titans.
In his own speech, Terry thanked his 
family – especially Helen – for their 
love and support in allowing him to 
follow his dreams.

“One reason that I am so proud to 
have my family here this evening is 
so they could get to know my other 

family, the Club Industry.

“I thank my family for their support 
and inspiration over the last 37 years 
during my time in the Club Industry. 

Without them, I would not be
standing before you this evening. ”

SPRING EDITION
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A JOB WELL DONE,
A RETIREMENT WELL EARNED,
A LIFE WELL LIVED.
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Author Anthony Brandt perhaps best 
summed TC’s philosophy for
everything in his life … “Other things 
may change us, but we start and end 
with family.”

It was quite a journey.  So many great 
stories of success and achievement 
start with the words … from humble 
beginnings.

From leaving his Lismore family home 
at 16 for Sydney to be a trainee 
telephone technician to CMAA 
Executive Officer, Terry Condon saw 
and did plenty during his 50 years in 
the Club Industry.

Terry was “on the road” during 2011, 
saying goodbye to members and Club 
Industry trade friends in all of the 
CMAA’s Zones across NSW, 
Queensland, Victoria and the ACT.

The “farewell tour” culminated in TC’s 
Tribute Dinner when more than 300 
family, friends, colleagues and 
industry associates gathered at 
Darling Harbour for a night of 
tributes, fun and friendship.

“This has been a labour of love,” 
Terry told gatherings of friends 

during his “tour”.

He said he was fortunate to have 
experienced the advice that author 
Jim Fox’s father offered: “Find a job 
you love and you’ll never have to work 
a day in your life.”

TC was Kellyville Country Club’s first 
Secretary Manager and the original 
Mungerie Park golf course.
As with a lot of club career stories in 
those days, Terry had no connection 
to club management, except for the 
fact that he was running the quickly 
growing Australian Postal Institute 
(API) Rugby League Competition and 
it was looking for a permanent venue, 
rather than compete for grounds in 
the city.

Despite his lack of club management 
experience, Terry’s API bosses 
recognised his organisational and 
interpersonal talents and, in 1974, 

VALE TERRY
CONDON

decided he was the man to run the 
new club.

“I was spending so much time
organising the football that the API 
bosses reckoned I could run the club 
and the sports side of things at the 
same time,” Terry said. “I had no idea 
what I was getting myself into, but I 
loved every minute of it and getting 
into clubs was the best thing that ever 
happened to me.”

The API Club was registered on June 
1, 1970, and Terry opened the doors 
of Kellyville Country Club in
September 1974. The API
relinquished its interest in the club in 
1991.

Five years later, Kellyville Country 
Club paid $1.75 million for the API’s 
25 acres, including the clubhouse, car 
park and four holes.

It was about that time that Terry, who 
had been an active CMAA member 
since September 16, 1974, including 
Federal Vice President from 1992 to 
1996, accepted Federal President Jim 
Henry’s invitation to become the 
Association’s Executive Officer on 
August 12, 1996. He was just two 
weeks short of serving 22 years as 
Kellyville’s Secretary Manager.

Terry’s CMAA contribution had already 
been so significant that he was 
honoured with Life Membership in 
March, 1996.

“I had a great appreciation of how 
important the CMAA was in the 
working and personal lives of club 
managers and, after 22 years at 
Kellyville, it was a good time and a 
great opportunity for me to take a new 
career direction,” Terry added.

A plaque, presented at his Tribute 
Dinner, recorded Terry’s 37 years as a 
CMAA member, 15 years as Executive 
Officer and his personal and
professional contribution to
developing the professional standing 
of club managers.

Terry ranked his CMAA Life

Membership atop his list of mile-
stones that included …

• the CMAA raising more than $3 
million for the Ted Noffs Foundation;

• the “infamous” CMAA Fairstar 
Cruise;

• achieving sponsorship of more than 
$1 million annually for club manager 
education;

• relocating the CMAA offices from 
Botany to Auburn and Sydney Olympic 
Park;

• educational tours to America and 
Asia with the associated life-long 
friendships;

• the NSW Poker Machine Tax street 
marches against the Carr-Egan 
Government.

Terry lived up to the words of U.S. civil 
rights leader Martin Luther King Jr:  

“The ultimate measure of a man is 
not where he stands in moments of 

comfort, but where he stands at 
times of challenge and controversy.”

A job well done, a retirement well 
earned, a life well lived.

 
CMAA Federal President David Hiscox 
described Terry Condon as ‘ the most 
influential members the Association 
has ever had shaping the Association 
as a leading player in the club
industry in Australia’

CMAA Executive Officer Ralph Kober 
said ‘ Terry had a profound impact on 
everyone that he met over an
illustrious career spanning decades. 
Terry’s legacy is that the CMAA 
continues to be the leading advocate 
for club managers’.
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MAJOR poker machine supplier Aruze Gaming set out to “amaze” visitors 
to the AGE, the company said on the eve of the expo opening.
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Mitsuhiro Miyazaki of Konami

Cameron Ross
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Streamcorp 
Armoured

Atlas Gaming

e panel or t e discussion on tomorro s mac ines  e  to rig t  aul e son  
a id ord  a id unter  Adrian alpenn  and moderator eil Spencer 

a id ord  ommissioner or ueensland i uor and Gaming

arr  rossle  it  G s e  ealand models 
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NAMOA BUSINESSHELP HOTLINE
Play Meter closes
by David Snook

One of the principal US amusement 
industry trade magazines, Play 
Meter, has closed its doors and 
ceased publication, it was 
announced on August 7.

The monthly has specialised in 
covering the North American
amusement machine industry for the 
past 50 years since coin-operated 
games salesman Ralph Lally set it up 
in the mid-1970s. At that time it was 
the first specialist publication 
entirely dedicated to the amusement 
games industry.

That was one of many ‘firsts’ in the 
publication’s long career. The
publication continued to publish 
even though the devastation to its 
home base in New Orleans, was 
devastated by Hurricane Katrina in 
2005 when staff were forced to 
evacuate and work from bases in 
other states.

Now its owner, Ralph’s widow, Carol, 
has decided to close it. Said Lally: “I 
wish to thank my dedicated staff, 
long-time readers and industry 
members I have worked with over the 
years. This industry is one in which 
long-lasting relationships are formed 
and stepping away was a difficult 
decision. I am looking forward to 
having the freedom to spend more 
time with my family and doing things 
I have been wanting to do for a long 
time."
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IT’S A SERVICE I’M OFFERING TO NAMOA
MEMBERS TO HELP THEM IMPROVE THEIR
BUSINESS AND TO HELP NAMOA PROVIDE 
MORE VALUE TO MEMBERS.
 
Any questions members may have to help them grow which relates to 
general business principles (not technical/machine related), all they need 
to do is email me with the question, anytime.

If the question requires a detailed answer, if provide their phone number 
and I’ll give them a quick call

SUCH AS:

✔  Marketing – getting more leads

✔  Sales – winning more customers

✔  Knowing your numbers

✔  Getting clear on the plan for your business

✔  Understanding financials

✔  Developing a point of difference

✔  Customer service

✔  Time Management

FIONA COSSILL
TEWAY – THE ENTREPRENEURIAL WAY
FIONA@TEWAY.COM.AU
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PINBALL
IS BACK

Bob Fekete - Newsweek USA

Walk into a random bar in Chicago, 
San Francisco or Brooklyn, New York, 
and there’s a growing likelihood 
you’ll run into a pinball machine or 
two. You might be surprised to find 
groups of people excitedly plunking 
quarter after quarter into the 
machines and talking about high 
scores.

This scene might feel like something 
out of the 1980s, but it’s not. Pinball 

is back. The evidence isn’t just 
anecdotal.

The International Flipper Pinball 
Association keeps track of
tournaments around the world and 
reported an almost tenfold increase 
in the number of them from 2009 to 
2017. Attendance at these events 
skyrocketed from 12,527 in 2009 to 
115,656 in 2017. IFPA President Josh 
Sharpe tells Newsweek this isn’t only 
an American phenomenon, with 
other countries, such as Australia, 
especially embracing the pinball 
boom too.

What draws folks to play these 
seemingly antiquated games,
especially when free ones are just a 
button-push away in our pockets? 

Zach Sharpe, director of marketing at 
pinball manufacturer Stern (and 
Josh’s brother), credits phones and 
video games with driving people to 
seek out a more tangible, mechanical 
pastime.“It’s an entertainment device 
that can’t be replicated,” Zach tells 
Newsweek. “While video games are 
fun, you don’t get that same tactile 
action that you experience with a 
pinball machine.” Josh says the 
analog nature of pinball wasn’t 
special during the rise of video 
games in the ’90s, but it brings a wow 
factor in today’s digital world.

A major reason for the rise in the 
number of tournaments, as well as 
machine sales, is the increase in 
Barcade-style drinking
establishments featuring arcade 
games and pinball, says Zach, noting 
that Stern just saw two years of 40 
percent sales growth, from 2015 to 
2016 and 2016 to 2017. “The more 
these pop up, the more it helps our 
footprint,” he says.

Pinball machines are a great
investment for bar owners, says Jack 
Guarnieri, owner of manufacturer 
Jersey Jack Pinball. Aside from the 
money the games make directly, they 
can bring in repeat customers and 
help fuel league play. As an added 
bonus, pinball tables retain a strong 
resale value.

Jersey Jack Pinball has tried to 
modernize its tables by taking what 

Guarnieri calls the “Steve Jobs” 
approach to design—giving players 

things they didn’t know they wanted. 

Now, tables come with bigger
speakers and large digital screens 
displaying fancy graphics, as well as 
technological innovations such as 
Bluetooth integration. Along with 
running Jersey Jack Pinball,
Guarnieri fosters the growth of the 
game by donating tables to children’s 
hospitals and providing money and 
prizes for pinball tournaments around 
the world. “It’s what we do. It’s 
pinball,” he says.

PINBALL IS BACK
AND FANS ARE PLAYING

IN RECORD NUMBERS
Photo – Pincadia Brisbane 1/10/18
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concept of esports to them.

In 2018, the same event attracted 
1500 attendees, and Next Tier 
Esports raised the bar with both PC 
and console gaming areas, as well as 
a virtual reality setup.

The company is also working with 
Flaktest Gaming to set up the first 
accredited safe space for gaming for 
school.

In addition, Next Tier Esports opened 
a gaming lounge in February this year 
where it now holds esports
tournaments and offers a place for 
gamers to hang out, bolstering the 
growth of  the community.

FINALIST TWO: Flaktest Gaming
Flaktest Gaming is Australia’s first 
children and youth organisation that 
focuses on localising eSports for 
schools and communities.

It provides local, regional and
national tournaments for young 
people, families, schools and local 
communities. It encourages young 
people to make friends and be good 
digital citizens.

The organisation also offers training 
and development programs to young 
people and graduate students. Its 
team comprises educators, IT
specialists and media professionals.

The Flaktest High School Esports 
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ANZSTA
eSPORTS

The finalists in the ANZSTAs 
‘ESports’ category.

Australia has over one million 
eSports fans, with 90 percent of them 
tuning into the live broadcasting 
platform Twitch to watch
tournaments.

eSports tournaments see teams play 
against each other and spectators 
watch, and the sector is growing as 
more companies come onboard and 
increase awareness.

THREE FINALISTS have been named 
in the ‘Esports’ category of the
upcoming Australia & New Zealand 
Sports Technology Awards (ANZSTA), 
which are supported by the 
Telstra-Cisco alliance, nextmedia and 
Vumero Sports.

The ANZSTA awards are being held 
on the 9th August at Etihad Stadium 
in Melbourne - the evening before 
the Vumero Sports Analytics in Sport 
conference. 

FINALIST ONE: Next Tier Esports
Next Tier Esports have run the 
esports component of the two 
biggest gaming events in the
Northern Territory: Geekfest and 
Gecon. Geekfest - operated by the 
City of Palmerston Council - expected 
100 attendees in 2017, but ended up 
attracting over 700. Next Tier Esports 
coordinated computers for attendees 
to play on and introduced the 

Club system and community platform 
is designed to support the wellbeing, 
growth and learning of young gamers, 
as well as to understand the emerging 
eSports industry.

FINALIST THREE: Throwdown Esports
Throwdown Esports is the eSports 
division of Showdown. It has 
state-of-the-art eSports hosting and 
broadcasting facilities at Fox Studios in 
Sydney.

The company organises and manages 
eSports leagues aimed at teams from 
grassroots to professionals.

It partnered with game publisher 
Psyonix to host the Rocket League OCE 
Championship Season 5 (RLOC) 
tournament, playing the
family-friendly title Rocket League 
(where rocket cars move around a 
sports arena attempting to score 
points by bumping a ball into the 
opposing team’s goal). The tournament 
was broadcast via Twitch where it 
attracted a total audience of 2.1 
million people.

It also elevated the profile of eSports 
in Australia and New Zealand, in part 
because the tournament provided a 
pathway for the best teams to compete 
at an international level for prize 
money.

Article by www.iothub.com.au by Staff 
Writers

SPRING EDITION

AMUSEMENT INDUSTRY SHOULD
TAKE THIS SERIOUSLY AS
AUSTRALIANS TAKE TO eSPORTS



The amusements industry 
in Australia
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T 
HE amusement industry in Australia 
has to a certain degree played second 

ddle to the gam ling industry o er 
the years. 

There are nearly 200,000 poker 
machines in the country, many of them in 
casinos, hotels and clubs, and they earn well. 
As a result, these venues are very high quality 
with revenue from the slots going to provide 
substan al restaurants, bars, d cor and 
entertainment for their members.

Perhaps the most well known of the club 
associa ons is the  eturned and ervices 
eague . These clubs were originally devised to 

care for returning military veterans from the First 
World War but since then have evolved to act as 
community leisure hubs. There are hundreds of 
clubs across the country but the largest licensed 
venue is the ooty ills  club in ydney, 

ew outh Wales. t is so large, in fact, that it 
demanded its own postcode in 2010. Dubbed 
the egas of ydney s West,  it features ve star 
accommoda on, conference facili es, Western 
ydney s largest gym, a bo  o ce with a full 

calendar of shows and events, gaming facili es 
and more than 50,000 members. The Australian 
clubs are a force to be reckoned with.

The commercial ac vi es of such clubs and 
there are thousands of them  has been of bene t 
to the amusement industry, as a growing trend 
is for these types of loca ons to spend some of 
that income on small arcades or FECs within their 
venues to entertain guests. ome of the country s 
best known opera ng companies, such as the 
Funhouse group of companies owned and run by 
Tony Argery and long me industry distributor 

ak Athanasiadis of a  Amusements, specialise 
in turnkey projects for casinos, hotels and clubs 
and it appears to be a burgeoning market.

Pokies earn incredible amounts of money for 
their operators but they are under increasing 

pressure from an gambling ac vists and 
opposi on poli cal par es. f they were to be 
curbed, as was promised in the 2010 general 
elec on campaign, then there would need to be 
alternate sources of income and entertainment 
for members.

The then Prime Minister, Julia Gillard, was 
reliant on the vote of an pokies independent 
MP Andrew Wilkie to support her minority 
government and so promised to introduce 
mandatory pre commitment, which required 
gamblers to set themselves be ng limits that are 
stored on debit cards. owever, faced with of a 
high pro le campaign by the clubs lobby, along 
with a change of parliamentary speaker that gave 
Gillard s abour party an e tra MP, she retreated 
from the scheme and it never materialised.

utside of gaming, there are some high
quality family entertainment centres in Australia 
but they are compara vely few in number 

because the country has few high density 
popula on areas. Although not far o  the si e of 
the , Australia has a frac on of the popula on 
at 25 million people and the main conurba ons 
are the coastal ci es of ydney, Melbourne, 
Canberra, Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth.

This lack of density reduces the poten al for 
widespread FECs and the country probably has 
no more than 125 of them. As a whole there 
are es mated to be appro imately 0,000 
amusement devices opera ng in the country, 
with a large percentage of that number coming 
in the form of cranes. 

The largest chain remains that of TEEG s 
Time one brand. At one me it reached 5 
loca ons in the domes c market, but around 
the turn of the century the number dri ed down 
to about 15, while founder Malcolm teinberg 
turned his focus on building the Time one chain 
across south east Asia. This resulted in teinberg 

MARKET REPORT

Clubbing together
Amusements have traditionally existed in the shadow of the “pokie” in 
Australia, but the global shift towards more sophisticated entertainment 
options is as much at work here as anywhere, writes Dan Snook 

Tony Argery, owner of the Funhouse chain (right), with colleague Greg O’Malley

The lay me FE  in ydney, which is to e e tensi ely refur ished and re randed as Time one
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and his son, Adam, selling half of their equity 
to Quadrant, a major Australian private equity 
company, in a deal that nanced the e pansion 
and saw the forma on of The Entertainment and 
Educa on Group.

Following the deal, December last year saw 
the Ardent eisure Group sell its Australian 
and New Zealand bowling and entertainment 
business, comprising AMF and Kingpin 
Bowling centres and Play me FECs to TEEG for 
A 0m m.

January and February this year saw TEEG 
nalise deals to wholly own Time one in New 

Zealand and ndia respec vely and it also opened 
its rst venue in Vietnam. The por olio overall 
contains 2 0 plus loca ons in the Time one 
group, which also encompasses ingapore, 
ndonesia and the Philippines, to be the 

dominant opera ng force in the region.
“As a group, we are passionate about 

delivering a world class entertainment 
e perience for our guests and will be signi cantly 
reinves ng in the business through more new 
games and a rac ons, venue refurbishments 
and more training for the team,  a recent TEEG 
statement read. “With these recent acquisi ons, 
TEEG now has  venues and coun ng across 
ANZ with our three brands Time one, Zone 
Bowling and Kingpin. New venues con nue to be 
opened almost monthly as the group con nues 
to e pand and delight guests.

o there s certainly scope in the Australian 
market  but it isn t just Time one, however. 
There are some quality FEC opera ons in the 
country that rank alongside most interna onal 
standard venues, from independents like Barry 
Ma hews  idetracked in Melbourne to larger 
chains, such as iPlay and Funlab.

Deborah Da Costa, marke ng manager at iPlay, 
told InterGame that while street loca ons are s ll 
present, they are dwindling and the momentum 
is rmly with FECs.

“ treet arcades are s ll a thing, but the move 
now is towards FECs. Bowling is s ll big, as are 
bumper cars and Clip n Climb,  she said. “iPlay, 
is looking to o er more of a wider range of 
a rac ons to cater for all ages, not just kids or 
young adults. Food and beverage op ons are 
playing a larger part too, with much more focus 
on things like shared pi as and branded eateries.

“Our day me business is up much more on 
evenings. For us, there is less focus on drinking 
and more on e periences as a family.

Pursuing this theme, iPlay is soon to debut its 
new concept, The Park. wathed in astroturf, the 
venue will have a rural theme and will even have 
sta  dressed as park rangers. ituated within the 
brand new A 0m Wes ield Coomera on the 
Gold Coast in Queensland, The Park will boast 
eight lanes of bowling, pu pu  mini golf , 
life si ed board games, a pi eria, a bou que bar, 
live music and the “trendiest beer garden on the 
Gold Coast.

n the same loca on, and staying true to iPlay s 
aim of catering for all, will be iPlay Adventure, 
a sub brand of iPlay Australia that will feature a 
Clip n Climb, roller disco, ropes course, arcade, 
cafe, private party rooms and redemp on. 
Wes ield and the two iPlay concepts are set to 
open this month.

“This massive project is going to change the 
way people view arcades and amusement and 

essen ally evolve concep on of what an arcade 
actually is. t s not just kids and pinball machines, 
it s an e perience for all ages,  said Da Costa.

iPlay is run by John ophios and under his 
stewardship has seen the number of its centres 
rise to the 0 it has at the me of wri ng, with 
plans to reach 20 by 2020.

Another success story is Funlab. While we 
delve deeper into its brands in an e clusive 
interview and pro le elsewhere in this issue, it 
too is pushing the amusement envelope with its 
uniquely themed FEC arcade bar style loca ons 
and concepts.

Operator and distributor Funhouse has been 
in the Australian industry for nearly 0 years 
and its owner and director, Tony Argery, is 
also the chairman of the Na onal Amusement 
Machine Operators Associa on. t saw its rst 
FEC back in  and e pansion soon followed. 

uccessive years and turbulent market condi ons 
saw numbers uctuate and the current three 
loca ons run under the Funhouse banner are 
now well established.

Argery s colleague, Funhouse Club Division 
marke ng manager Greg O Malley, said that 
while there has been a shi  over the years away 
from the tradi onal bread and bu er of video 
games, the amusement sector has se led on 
redemp on and cranes.

“There s been a decline in free standing 
street loca ons and shops in small areas have 
been hit hard. Video games have just about 
vanished now and the main part of the industry 
here is redemp on games. treet loca ons are 
mainly cranes with the number one consistent 
earner being chocolate cranes. edemp on is 
king here.

Pri e every me cranes, which dispense 
chocolate, are something of an Australian success 
story, with Queensland based manufacturer Win 
n  Grin being one of the foremost proponents 

of the genre. Tens of thousands of its machines 
have been tures on the streets, shops, hotels 
and clubs of Australia over the years and their 
popularity doesn t seem to be waning.

n terms of the evolving industry landscape, 
O Malley said  “A collec on of things are 
occurring here. The number of older operators is 
shrinking. owever, we are seeing more people 

who have lost their jobs or re red coming into 
the industry. That s why NAMOA has  in the 
last 2 months  refocused the associa on s 
a en on towards including educa on modules 
for members. ncreasing retail shop rents and 
employee penalty rates a mandated minimum 
rate of pay that is higher than the usual minimum 
wage, paid to an employee when working on 
weekends, public holidays, etc.  are also issues 
a ec ng arcade owners.

The adop on of cashless payment methods 
is another subject that O Malley believes is 
hampering progress for many operators and 
the industry as a whole. “With the transi on to 
cashless, operators are preparing too slowly, in 
my opinion, and not enough are o ering cashless 
op ons. o far, we are seeing shopping centres 
with kiddie rides and some of the bigger street 
operators are adop ng and, from what  am 
seeing, ydney operators are leading cashless 
so far. 

“The biggest problem that has faced 
the industry for years here is the lack of 
professionalism that many operators display,  
he said. “ owever, with the NAMOA educa on 
module programmes going ahead,  believe over 
the ne t two years  market forces may take over. 

ogue amusement operators ruin it for the good 
ones in the industry.

The Australian industry is in good health. 
There is currently great momentum to reach and 
maintain high standards of professionalism in 
order to bene t it as a whole, provide stability 
and a prosperous long term future. With the 
e orts of individuals like O Malley, distributors 
such as Za  and Bruce Colbourne s AMD, trade 
bodies like the NAMOA and major operators 
like iPlay, Funlab, Time one and Funhouse, 
the industry is in reliable and safe hands. They 
appear to be leading the way into a new dawn of 
amusements, entertainment and e periences. 

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

CLUBBING
TOGETHER
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PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS!

Site/location Agreement
Books.
(50 duplicate Agreements in a pad)

COST: $22.00
(Includes GST and Postage)

New Members receive a
COMPLIMENTARY Book. To
save wastage, it has to be
requested).

Delivery Dockets
Delivery Dockets are used for
Record of Ownership. Title and
Commercials Terms.

Book is A5 - 50 pages in duplicate
Introductory Delivery Docket Book
$9.90 (includes GST, Postage and
Handling)

Additional Delivery Docket Books -

Special Price
$16.50 (includes GST, postage
and Handling)

To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au
(Prices may change without notice)

REDEMPTION STICKERS

A lot of discussion has been had 
regarding the quality/price of prizes 
that are on offer in Prize Redemption 
games and the feedback from 
customers is that young children are 
‘seduced’ into playing some 
redemption games that have major
prizes of Playstation’s, mobile 
phones. IPods etc.

NAMOA has re-designed new 
stickers which are reversed printed 
and attached to the inside glass of 
Prize Redemption games, according 
to the value of the prize.

G Maximum Prize Value $20.00
PG Maximum Prize Value $50.00
M Maximum Prize Value $100.00
MA Maximum Prize Value $200.00

Members are entitled to 20 free 
stickers, but you must apply for 
them. Please advise the combina-
tion you require. Additional stickers 
can be purchased by members at 
$1.10 each, which includes
GST, postage and handling.

To order your Stickers please 
contact Juanita Keegan.
admin@namoa.com.au

ADVERTISING RATES
COLOUR in JPEG format

FULL PAGE $220.00
HALF PAGE $165.00
QUARTER PAGE $110.00
PREFERRED SUPPLIER
ADVERTISING $88.00
per financial year.

This includes:
The Collector and the Web Site.
(The above Prices include the GST).
Rates may change without notice.

Deadlines
28 February, 31 May
31 August, 30 November

To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

SUPPLIES
DIRECTORY

VIDEO GAME MACHINE 
LABELS

Labels are not available from
NAMOA. Go to the
Government Web Site

Machine Labels can be downloaded
from www.oflc.gov.au
(Classification Markings)

SPRING EDITION



Members - is your business included 
in these listings? If not - you are 
missing out on other members 
knowing what your business offers!

Your listing is also placed on the 
NAMOA web site as well as here in 
the printed Collector. Cost to you is 
$80 plus GST for 1 year on the web, 
including 4 Collector listings. PRO 
RATA for the remaining issues this 
year. Advertising rates may change 
without notice.

Email Juanita:
admin@namoa.com.au
with your paragraph and your 
advertisement will be in the next 
Issue and go straight onto the web 
site. (in Microsoft Word, please)

Not a Member? Join Now and take 
advantage of this listing directory.

A.M.D. SYDNEY
Amusement Machine Distributors. 
Australian Distributors for Stern 
Pinball, Incredible Technologies, LAI 
Games, ICE, Sam Billiards,
Benchmark, UNIS & Betsons.
Full range: new and used machines, 
service and spare parts available.

Ph: 02 9700 9600.
Fax: 02 9669 1266.
www.amdcoinop.com
E: bcolbourne@amdcoinop.com

AMUSINC
Importers of:

- Quality Crane/Skill Testers
- Prize Redemption Machines
- Spare Parts
- Licenced Plush Toys
- New Containers Always Arriving
- Representing Manufacturers from 
- China, Korea, Taiwan and USA
- Global Importers.

Give us a call for your needs.

Todd McDougall 0400 993 393
www.amusinc.com.au
E: coin_net@hotmail.com

ANDO’S AMUSEMENTS (AUST)P/L

Sales- various types
of Second Hand of
coin operated
amusements,
including Kiddy Rides.

Ph: Larry 0416 177 077
Fax: 07 4779 8672
E: andosam1@bigpond.com

CASHFLOW ENTERTAINMENT P/L

Designed to meet global market 
expectations with CNC manufacturing. 
Australian designed and
manufactured PCB’s and Software. 
Cutting edge 3G SMS communication 
systems. Producing a range of 
Cranes, Redemption, Ticket and 
Sports games. Balancing High 
quality with Low prices.

Ph: 0432 323 333
E: admin@cashflowgames.com.au
www.cashflowgames.com.au

COIN OP SOLUTIONS

Exclusive distributor for Wu Mar 
Harng/Paokai Electronic. Australian 
Designed Cranes – A crane for every 
Location. Toy Soldier, Maxi Claw, 
Win Every time, Cool Age Chocolate 
and Movie Stars. Glass All-round, 
LCD Screens, security bars, bill 
acceptors and many more options.

2 Year warranty on boards and 
motors. Now available – plush mixes 
20cm, 25cm, 30cm and 40cm

Mark Robins - 0433 118 477
Ph: 03 9555 1409
E: mark@coinopsolutions.com
www.coinopsolutions.com

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

SUPPLIERS &
CONTACTS

LIKE TO PUT
YOUR

BUSINESS
HERE?

JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au
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HUNTER LEISURE

Hunter Leisure supply toys suitable 
for crane & redemption machines.

Ph: 03 9287 9888
Contact: Sonia Rhind
E: soniar@hunterleisure.com.au
or cathyd@hunterleisure.com.au
www.hunterleisure.com.au

MICRO SYSTEM CONTROLS P/LTD

Designers and Suppliers of:
Australian Design Award winning
Microcoin QL, Microcoin SP,
GBA Note Acceptors

For sales and service enquiries, 
please contact Robert Bird.

Ph:03 9646 6446
Fax: 03 9646 6447
E: sales@microcoin.com
W: www.microcoin.com

PENNY JUNCTION AUST. P/L

We are Australia’s largest bulk 
vending wholesaler of all gumball 
products, capsuled toys (25mm to 
93mm), rubber bouncing balls
(27mm to 50mm) and mixed bulk 
toys for stackers and similar 
machines.

We are able to service everywhere in 
Australia and our pricing will not be 
beaten.

Ph: Geoff Guthrie 03 9318 1047
Unit 1/1 Caulson Close
Maribyrnong Victoria 3032
E: pennyjunction@bigpond.com
www.pennyjunction.com.au

REFLEX GAMES

Suppliers of coin-operated arcade 
equipment and associated products, 
including simulators, redemption 
equipment, cabinets, software, 
pinballs, jukeboxes and kiddie rides.

Register your surplus equipment on 
our consignment listing.

Steve has been distributing
amusement equipment since 1977, 
so for experienced advice,
competitive prices from a supplier 
who does not operate in competition 
with his customers, give him a call.

Steve Patan (03) 9016 6961
Fax: (03) 9016 6961 or
Ph: 0414 660 069
E: reflexgames@bigpond.com
www.reflexgames.com.au

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

SUPPLIERS &
CONTACTS

media

Need help with your
website, advertising

or print media?

Check out our
services today at

www.fidgetmedia.com.au
Call: 0431 114 977

LIKE TO PUT
YOUR

BUSINESS
HERE?

JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au

LIKE TO PUT
YOUR

BUSINESS
HERE?

JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au
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RIDE ON ENTERTAINMENT

Cars, Planes, Train 
 “you name it-We have it in stock”
1940’s rides starting from $500 sold 
as is” Hundreds of models to choose 
from in our Sydney and Melbourne 
warehouses.

Licensed character rides available. 
For assistance please contact
Office: 03 9890 7577
E: louise@rideon.com.au
www.rideon.com.au

SHADFORTH INSURANCE 
BROKERS

Insurance Brokers approved by 
NAMOA.

Fully underwritten by an Australian 
Insurer. Exclusive facility available 
to NAMOA members.

Unique insurance solutions on a 
policy developed in consultation 
with your Association.

Contact either Darren or Rebecca
Darren Reilly - 07 3031 1622
Mobile 0418 751 986
E: Darren.reilly@sfg.com.au
Rebecca Higgs 07 3031 1625
Or Mobile 0418 751 986
E: Rebecca.higgs@sfg.com.au

THOMPSON BILLIARDS

Manufacturers of Coin Tables and 
Home Tables, as well as accessories.
35 years manufacturing experience 
in the industry.

Shipping nationally from the Gold 
Coast, Qld.

Phone: 07 5537 6922
Fax: 07 5529 1022
E: admin@thompsonbilliardtables.com.au

ZAX AMUSEMENTS

is Australia's largest supplier of coin 
operated amusement equipment, 
with exclusive rights to the world's 
best brands and recommending only 
the most successful and suitable 
games, with the best ROI for the 
operator.

We consult on every area of FEC 
operation, offer the class leading 
Intercard Debit Card system, and 
supply spare parts, service, tickets, 
tokens and everything to offer a 
turnkey solution, and support 
making your operation a success.

Located Port Melbourne
Victoria 3207
P: 03 9676 9190
Zak Athanasiadis
E: sales@zax.com.au
www.zax.com.au

DISCLAIMER
1. All expressions of opinion are published on the basis that they are not to be 
regarded as expressing the official opinion of the publisher unless expressly 
stated.
2. The publisher accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy of any of 
the opinions or information or advertisements contained in this publication and 
readers should rely on their own enquiries in making decisions concerning their 
own interests. In particular, no responsibility is accepted for the quality of goods 
or services supplied by advertisers or for the accuracy of materials submitted for 
reproduction. To the extent permitted by law, the publishers, their employees, 
agents and contractors exclude all liability (including liability and negligence) 
to any person for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or arising as a 
result of material appearing in this publication.

NAMOA STATE
REPRESENTATIVES

NEW SOUTH WALES
Ron Mroz – 0425 709 032
E: rmroz@kingpinbowling.com.au

VICTORIA
Zak Athanasiadis – 03 9676 9190
E: zak@zax.com.au

Steve Kimmins – 0409 345 684
E: stevekimmins@bigpond.com

QUEENSLAND
Tony Argery (NAMOA President) 
Mobile: 0418 988 988:
E: tony@funhouse.com.au

Ray McGowan – 0432 323 333
E: ray@cashflowgames.com.au

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Robert Westwood – 0403 053 611�
E: robertwestwood@hotmail.com

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Joanne Cox - 0452 418 164
E: planetamusements@gmail.com

TASMANIA
John van Aspern - 0400 430 743
E: jmasperen@bigpond.com������� Phone 

ACT
Nick Vasiliou – 0413 930 750
E: nick@happydays.net.au

COLLECTOR EDITOR
Ed Partridge - 0422 050 190
E: ed@pinball.com.au

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

SUPPLIERS &
CONTACTS

THOMPSON
BILLIARD TABLES
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Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

NAMOA is Australia’s Premiere 
Amusement Industry Association

www.namoa.com.au 


